November 19, 1928

To All Alumni Classes:

Here is a proposal which we hope will interest you.

Each class should have its own memorial on the School walls. The Classes of 1926 and 1927 and 1928 began this fine idea by each placing in a Lincoln Hall window a double pane of stained glass, with the Class number in a design. It has now been proposed that every class perpetuate its memory similarly. Beginning with 1860, this would make nearly 70 memorials to date, with capacity for 200 or more ahead of us. Lincoln Hall, with the first 70 installed, would be the finest Law School Room in the country, and would grow finer every year.

This idea is so fine that we are all for it. And we are rather counting on a hearty response.

It would cost some $50 for each class window-section. But as the Classes 1860-1885 have few or none left to respond for it, the cost of those 25 must be spread over the others. This would make a unit cost of $2 for each class.

Here is the way to do it (and we cannot order the memorial for any one Class until its quota is subscribed):

1. Let each member of the Class subscribe on the enclosed card the amount that he can afford and wants to contribute and mail the subscription card to the School.
2. The subscription cards will be filed. After 30 days they will be tallied, and if the total amount subscribed is more than the $85 needed, the individual amounts will be scaled down ratably.

3. Each subscriber will then be debited with the amount thus rated, and called upon for it in due season.

4. If a Class does not subscribe enough, another notice will be sent to the non-subscribers.

5. Subscriptions will be payable March 1, 1929.

The Linden Company, who put in originally all the stained glass medallion-emblems that have called forth general admiration, has prepared a suitable scheme for this entire series of Class Windows. They are ready to proceed as soon as we are authorized to direct them.

Do not forget that our Law building is universally pronounced to be the finest in the country. Others will imitate it. But we must keep ahead of them.

Yours